ESD NEWS

Best thesis award winners in ESD programs
ESD congratulates the most recent recipients of best thesis awards in its academic programs. All are listed at: http://esd.mit.edu/Headline/esd061110.html.

***

Funding announcement
The MIT School of Engineering and the Research Support Committee awarded Noelle Selin $50,000 in Ferry funding for her proposal entitled “Modeling Transport of Persistent Organic Pollutants under Future Climate” and Jessika Trancik $50,000 in Buchsbaum funding for her proposal entitled “Modeling the Climate Change Mitigation Potential of Energy Technologies.”

***

ESD baby news
Prof. Annalisa Weigel and husband Myles announce the birth of their daughter, Teafilia Eve Weigel Walton, on Monday, May 31, 2010.
ESD PhD student Judy Maro and husband Vijay welcomed daughter Clara Acadia Vanguri on June 1.

IN THE MEDIA

Noelle Selin talks about mercury policy
“3 Questions: Noelle Selin on curbing mercury”
MIT News Office – June 7, 2010

Physorg.com – June 7, 2010

***

Announcement about new ISCTE-IUL MIT Portugal Competition
“MIT Portugal venture competition aims to connect innovators with investors”
MIT News Office – June 4, 2010

***
Don Lessard quoted in article about BP professional education programs and MIT
“BP greases MIT programs”
Boston Business Journal – June 11, 2010
http://boston.bizjournals.com/boston/stories/2010/06/14/story2.html

VIDEO

Chris Zegras on greenhouse gases and the built environment
Presented by Transportation@MIT and available on MITWorld

ESD WORKING PAPER SERIES

A new paper has been added to the ESD Working Paper Series:
“Detecting Evolving Patterns of Self-Organizing Networks by Flow Hierarchy Measurement”
Jianxi Luo, Engineering Systems Division, MIT
Christopher L. Magee, Engineering Systems Division, MIT
View this and other papers in the series at: http://esd.mit.edu/WPS

EVENTS

ESD Faculty Lunches scheduled for:
Tuesday, June 15
Tuesday, July 13
Tuesday, August 17
Time: noon
Location: E40-298